New Knowledge and Skills





















Build on our Prior Knowledge and Skills

We will use our mark making skills and knowledge of
cards to write cards to celebrate Birthdays, Diwali,
Hanukah and Christmas.
We will begin to write letters from our names.
We will develop our listening skills and knowledge of
sounds that we hear around us.
We will learn about letters and the sounds that letters can
make.



We will be comparing and counting sets of objects up to 5
and 10.
We will be finding out about numerals using number lines
made from Birthday cards and an advent calendar.
We will be learning about shapes and sizes as we wrap
and unwrap presents.
We will be exploring weight by comparing presents.
Ordering and sequencing Christmas objects by size.
We will recite numbers and learn about counting back
through singing Christmas themed songs.



We will use a range of materials and tools to create simple
representations of fireworks, patterns, decorations and
cards.
We will develop our knowledge of different materials and
colours, and will explore how these can be combined.










Vocabulary

Use our phonics knowledge to sound
out words.
Use our phonics knowledge to begin
to read words and simple sentences.
Continue to practice and learn our
tricky words to use in our writing.
Continue to practice forming our
letters correctly using the kinetic
letters scheme.

write
Sound
Letter To, From
Listen
hear
Hanukah Celebrate
Christmas
Birthday Party

Continue to use our knowledge of
numbers and shapes in our play and
exploration
Continue to join in counting songs.
Use everyday language to talk about
numbers, shapes, size and weight as
we play.

Adding subtracting
Bigger smaller heavier
lighter
Day
Sequence
Month
week

Home Links

https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=yRBQcSMYOk
Jolly phonics songs

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=SV6iC34a46w
Counting to 5 songs



Use our voices expressively and creatively to sing songs
for our Christmas concert.
Experiment and explore the different sounds of instruments
to create Indian music.



Design and make cards, wrapping paper and decorations.
Design and make birthday cakes, presents and
decorations using a range of materials and construction
equipment.





Experiment with different textures and
use different media and tools.
Manipulate materials, such as
playdough and clay combined with
accessories like buttons or candles as
we create and imagine.

colour
squeeze
roll
press
pattern
texture

Be able to build a repertoire of
celebration songs and dances.
Children to create their own songs
and dances.

Beat
Tap, Pat
shake
Loud
Quiet
Move
stretch

We will use a range of materials,
simple tools and techniques as we
explore and create.

shape
make
build
mould
change
join
paint
assemble

shape

line

https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=MmdBrYift
zI&t=745s
birthday song

